Tuning of nanofocused vector vortex beam of metallic granary-shaped nanotip with spin-dependent dielectric helical cone.
We present the combined configuration of dielectric helical cone and metallic granary-shaped nanotip to produce three -dimensional vector vortex nanofocused optical field. The intensity and phase of the electric fields, and Povnting vector of the optical field generated by the combined configuration with linearly polarized illumination are studied with three-dimensional finite difference time-domain method. The localized vector electric field near the apex of the metallic granary-shaped nanotip is strongly depended on the chirality of the dielectric helical cone and the bottom radius of the metallic granary-shaped nanotip. The localized vector electric field is wavelength selective with the maximum intensity enhancement up to 104 times and minimum size of about 900 nm2, and the maximum radial electric field rotates 67.0° along z axis. This indicates the vector vortex beam generated by the combined configuration can be applied in nanofabrication, nano-sensing and nano-manipulation.